
Machine Learning Forecasting on AWS 
with Pariveda 
Consulting Offer

Benefits
 ■ More informed business decisions based on automated,

accurate forecasts

 ■ Experienced data scientists will help identify the right
features using SageMakers advanced algorithms to
generate accurate predictions

 ■ A clear view of the process and techniques being
used to help you start building data science skills and
processes internally

 ■ Live ML forecasting endpoint running on the Amazon
SageMaker platform

In a kick-off workshop, identify up to 10 forecasts 
that can drive change into your business processes, 
their associated value, and select the most 
promising proof-of-concept (POC) use case

AWS Premier Consulting Partner

AWS Machine Learning Competency Partner

Process & Data Deep Dive to find the proper data, 
understand its relation to your business process, 
and build stakeholder engagement

Iterative predictive model development using 
Pariveda’s AgileML methodology and Amazon 
SageMaker’s advanced Deep Learning

Deployment of the final data processing model 
into a production-ready AWS environment based 
on the AWS Quick Start

Key activities

Customer contribution
 ■ Make key stakeholders available for discovery workshops

 ■ Provide input data representing the historical behavior

 ■ Team to take ownership of working ML system

Forecast in real-time with machine learning
Define the value of your Machine Learning (ML) roadmap and build out a ML model and surrounding application 
concepts with an AWS Quick Start developed by Pariveda and AWS. These four weeks will focus on forecasting 

issues within your business to help improve internal processes. 

 4 weeks | $45,000 | North America

Discover secure, scalable solutions that help you achieve your business 
needs through a combination of AWS services and APN Partners that have 
attained AWS Competency designations. Based on architectures validated 
by AWS to accelerate your cloud transformation, you can deploy solutions 
quickly with AWS Quick Starts and optional Jumpstart consulting offers 
provided by APN Partners. 

Visit here for more information.

Customer ready solutions

*Includes $20K AWS Partner Funding. Rules and Restrictions Apply.
*Assumes that dataset will be provided at project start 
*Includes use of the Amazon DeepAR algorithm only 
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Get started

https://aws.amazon.com/solutionspace/solutions/predictive-data-science-with-amazon-sagemaker-and-aws-data-lake/
https://partnercentral.awspartner.com/PartnerConnect?id=001E000000NaBHsIAN&source=Solution%20Space

